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2009 - ase.tufts - deborah digges last spring was a devastating loss. those of you who knew her as a poet,
teacher, mentor, ... as in her poems: that emotion can never be divorced from thought; that language is a way
... rough music, deborah didn’t write for the world’s recognition; she wrote to recognize the world. describing
her fugitive spring the stardust lounge, - deborah digges, who wrote two powerful memoirs ... hold to the
lesson she taught in the classroom as well as in her poems: that emotion can never be divorced from thought;
that language is a way of thinking the world and of ... rough music, deborah didn’t write . for the world’s
recognition; she wrote to recognize the world. describing her ... ineligible poems - wordpress - ineligible
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music by deborah digges salomé by ai saturday's child by countee cullen scary movies by kim addonizio the
secret of the machines by rudyard kipling . cover. jerri beck, anne george. druid press, - poetry pages. - rough music, baker names digges “a powerful, fully re-e is a pulitzer prize nominee for her poetry
collection some of it is true as . note: a baker's dozen: contemporary women poets of alabama is co-edited by
.a baker's dozen: contemporary women poets of alabama, (), hardcover . anne liked writing poetry more than
she liked to write ... the extlaordinaryjid^ - gbv - deborah digges rough music akhmatova five smooth
stones rita dove rosa history exit blue days gotterdammerung \ nancy eimers morbid a night without stars no
moon lynn emanuel the corpses, halfway through the book i'm writing in english in a poem angle estes now
and again: an autobiography of basket the annunciation in an initial r kathy fagan ... life on the goldfields:
living there - nsw department of ... - sold such things as picks, shovels, puddling pans . utchers by the
local landowners. the meat was killed daily, and was hung outside all to see (and presumably for the flies
mountain within: leadership lessons and inspiration for ... - the music that made me - the national
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